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This bibliography follows the one published in The Canadian Journal of Higher Education (formerly called Stoa), Vol. VII No. 2, 1977, pp. 89-100. References are listed as in Robin S. Harris, A Bibliography of Higher Education in Canada, Supplement 1971, but the following categories have been added:

11 Canadian North/Le nord canadien
2H Access to Higher Education/Accès à l'enseignement supérieur
3L Canadian Studies/Études canadiennes
4J Scholarly Publications/Revues savantes
6E Appointments, Promotions and Tenure/Nominations, promotion et permanence
6F Collective Bargaining/Négociations collectives

I – DEGREE-GRA NTING UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES/UNIVERSITES ET COLLEGES QUI CONFERENT DES GRADES

1 History and Organization / Histoire et organisation

A General / Généralités


*Librarian, Erindale College, University of Toronto
**Head Librarian, Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada
†Faculté des Sciences de l’Éducation, Université de Montréal.
††Higher Education Group, University of Toronto.
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B The Atlantic Provinces / Les provinces atlantiques

C The Universities of Quebec / Les Universités du Québec
“Church-university conflict at Université de Montréal.” Univ.Aff./Aff.univ. 18(Mar.1977) 8-10.
“The Vatican or the University – who is to set policy for University of Montreal faculty of theology?” CAUT Bulletin ACPU. 25(Jan.1977) 8-9.

D The Universities of Ontario / Les Universités de l’Ontario

H The Universities of British Columbia / Les Universités de la Colombie-Britannique

2 Current Trends and Problems / Orientation et problèmes présents

B University Government / Administration universitaire

C University Finance / Finances universitaires
“Opposing current tuition increases is the minimum – the message of 25 years of student work on the tuition issue.” The Student Advocate. 1(Feb.1977) 4-5.
Woodcock, L. “University students still come from higher income families.” Univ.Aff./Aff.univ. 18(Mar.1977) 5.

D The University and the State / L’Université et l’Etat
Woodcock, L. “Increasing provincial control a matter of great concern.” Univ.Aff./Aff.univ. 18(April 1977) 4,16.
3 Curriculum and Teaching / Programme d'étude et méthodes d'enseignement

A The Faculty of Arts and Science

C The Humanities / Les Humanités

D Social Sciences / Sciences sociales

F Professional Education / Enseignement professionnel

H Adult Education / Education des adultes

J Evaluation and Grading / Evaluation et classement

L Canadian Studies / Etudes canadiennes

4 Research and Scholarship / Recherche et études

A General / Généralités
Association of Canadian Archivists. *Directory of Canadian records and manuscript repositories.*
Halifax, The Association (Valerie Cowan. 24 Laurier Drive, Halifax).

C In the Sciences / Sciences
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F  Libraries / Bibliothèques

H  Learned and Professional Societies / Sociétés savantes et professionelles
Martin, J. “Together in thought: . . . our two founding cultures meeting in the Royal Society.” Imperial Oil Review 60(June 1976) 8-11.

5  The Student and Student Services / L’Etudiant et les services aux étudiants

A  General / Généralités

6  The Professor and Conditions of Work / Le Professeur et les conditions de travail

A  General / Généralités

C  Academic Freedom / Libertés universitaires

D  Salary and Benefits / Salaires et bénéfices

E  Appointments, Promotions and Tenure / Nominations, promotion et permanence
Whyte, J.D. “Finally, there is the Einstein syndrome: reasons for denying tenure.” CAUT Bulletin ACPU 24(Nov.1976) 12-13,16.

F  Collective Bargaining / Négociations collectives